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Consider the set V~ of all n-tuples x = (x I ..... xn) with xie {0, 1, 2}. We are 
interested in a,,, the minimal size of a subset W of V~, such that for any element 
x s V~ there exists at least one element y E W at a Hamming distance du(x, y)<~ 1. 
an can also be considered as the minimum number of forecasts in a football pool 
of n matches, such that at least one forecast has at least n - 1 correct results. In this 
note we present he new upper bound a 9 ~< 53 • 3 3. The bound has been obtained by 
an approximation algorithm which performs, alternatingly, phases of iterative 
improvement and randomized backsteps. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  V~ denote the set of all n-tuples x=(x l ,  x2 ..... xn) with x ieT /k= 
{0, 1 ..... k -  1 }. The Hamming distance d, (x ,  y) between two n-tuples x, 
y< V~ is def ined as the number  of posi t ions in which the two n-tuples 
differ. For  all x e V~ we define B(x), the rook domain of x, by 
g(x)= {ye V~ q di~(x, y)<~ 1}. (1) 
A subset W of V~ is cal led a covering by rook domains if 
g n - -  ~- U B(x). (2) 
xEW 
We are interested in upper  bounds  on the cardinal i ty  of  a min imal  cover ing 
of V2 by rook  domains ,  denoted  by o-(n, k). In this note  we only cons ider  
the case k= 3, which is known as the footbalI pool problem [3 ] ,  and write 
an instead of or(n, k). 
Our  approach  is based on a result of B lokhuis  and La in  [1] .  They  
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generalized a method of Kamps and van Lint [4]  that has been used to 
prove that rr 9 ~< 2 .3  6. In order to state this result, we need the following 
definition. Let A be an r x n matrix which entries from Yk. A subset S of 
V~ is called a covering using A if 
V~={s+~-a ,  l s~S,  ~Yk,  l ~i<~n}, (3) 
where ai denotes the ith column vector of the matrix A and all arithmetic 
is taken modulo k. Note that if A is the identity matrix then S is a covering 
by rook domains. Blockhuis and Lam proved that if S is a covering of V~ 
using an r x n matrix A--= (I; M), where I is the r x r identity matrix, then 
W={w~V~IAw~S} is a covering of V~ by rook domains and 
I WI = I SI • k n r. The restriction on the form of the matrix A is not used in 
the proof that W is a covering by rook domains. Therefore this result holds 
for an arbitrary matrix A. In that case, however, the number of n-tuples in 
W is not necessarily given by ISI-k" r; a sufficient condition for 
IwI = ISI .k" r is that A has rank r. 
The problem of finding a subset S of V~ with, say, cardinality t and an 
r x n matrix A with entries from Z3 and rank r such that (3) holds, can be 
formulated as an optimization problem. 
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM OPT(n, t, r) 
Find a configuration X= [Sl .... , st, al, ..., an] consisting of 
t r-tuples sl .... , st e V~ and n r-tuples al, ..., a, ~ V~ satisfying 
O~i "ai I O~l . . . . .  0~ n e ~3 = V 3 (4) 
i 1 
such that the quantity c(X), defined as the size of the set 
V~3\{si+~.ajl l <.Gi<~t, l <<.j<-Gn, acZ3} (5) 
is minimal, c(X) is called the cost of X. 
The minimal value of c(X) in the optimization problem OPT(n, t, r) is 
called the value of that optimization problem and denoted by val(n, t, r). 
From the result of Blokhuis and Lain it is clear that val(n, t, r) = 0 implies 
c%~<t.3 n r 
Using the approximation algorithm described in Section 2 below we 
have tried to prove val(n, t, r )=  0 for several interesting parameter triples. 
For n = 6, 7, 8 and appropriate choices of t and r we have rediscovered the 
• presently best known bounds on rr n, but were not able to improve them. 
In Section 3 we present our result for n= 9. In this case we obtain the 
upper bound 53 x 33, which slightly improves the bound of Kamps and 
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van Lint [4]. However, as the size of the parameter t ( t=53)  already 
indicates, our solution has much less structure than the solution of Kamps 
and van Lint. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
Given the optimization problem OPT(n, t, r) for some parameter triple 
(n, t, r) we have used the following algorithm in order to find a configu- 
ration X which minimizes c(X). We state the algorithm in a PASCAL-like 
notation. 
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR THE PROBLEM OPT(n, t, r). 
var backstep_count: integer; 
X~ 
best~x : configuration; 
procedure forward_search; 
var count: integer; 
y : configuration; 
begin 
count := 0; 
while count < limit_l do 
begin 
count := count + 1; 
y :=x; 
Randomly select one of the r-tuples Sl ..... s,, am ..... an 
of y and replace it by a randomly chosen r-tuple. 
if c(y) <~ c(x) 
then begin 
if c(y) < c(x) 
then count := O; 
x :=y; 
if c(x) < c(best_x) 
then best_x :-- x; 
end; 
end; 
end {forward_search }; 
procedure backstep; 
vat delta: integer; 
y : configuration; 
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begin 
backstep_count := backstep_count + 1; 
Set delta := Z, where Z is a random variable that takes values in the 
set of natural numbers with 
prob(Z=k)=(1-p)k - I  .p for k= 1, 2 .... 
for some constant p. 
Iteratively inspect configurations obtained by small random perturba- 
tions of the current configuration x until a configuration y with 
c(y) = c(x) + delta is found and then set x := y. I f  after some time no 
such configuration has been found, replace x by the configuration with 
lowest cost among those of the inspected ones which have cost greater 
than c(x) + delta. 
end {backstep}; 
begin 
Randomly choose a configuration x = Is1 ..... st, al ..... an] by randomly 
choosing the components of the n + t r-tuples. 
best_x := x; 
backstep_count :=0; 
forward_search; 
while (backstep_count < limit_2) and (c(best_x) > O) do 
begin 
backstep; 
forward_search; 
end; 
Output the configuration best_x. 
Check the rank condition for the configuration best_x and report the 
result of this check. 
end. 
The constants limit_l, limit_2, and p used in our algorithm play a similar 
role as the cooling schedule plays for simulated annealing (for references on 
simulated annealing see for instance [7], in Which a simulated-annealing- 
based algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem called OPT 
(8, 6, 4) in our notation); limit_l and l imik2 have usually been chosen 
from the interval [103, 104]; the constant p has been set to a value between 
0.85 and 0.9. 
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In some cases we have used a slightly modified version of the above 
algorithm. If n - r is small, it may be convenient to fix a certain matrix A 
chosen "by hand" and to permit modifications of the r-tuples sl ..... s, only. 
The covering presented in the next section has been found this way. 
3. THE RESULTS 
We have applied the above algorithm for several parameter triples 
(n, t, r) with n~ {6, ..., 12} and appropriate choices of t and r. Usually the 
algorithm has been executed 5 or 10 times, in a few cases up to 50 times 
for a given parameter triple. For n = 9 this resulted in a covering with less 
elements than the previously best known covering. The corresponding 
configuration is presented in Table I. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(i) In the case of the 7-matches problem we have found a configuration 
showing that va1(7,62,6)=0 (see Table II). This yields the bound 
o- 7 ~< 186, which is already known from [-7]. However, our covering has 
somewhat more structure than the two solutions presented in [7] (if in this 
case one can speak of structure at all). 
(ii) The approximation algorithm described in Section2 is closely 
related to an algorithm which we have used for the construction of 
constant weight codes I-5, 6]. The potential of approximation algorithms of 
this type, i.e., algorithms with alternating search directions (forward 
TABLE I 
A Solution for OPT (9, 53, 6) 
al,  ..., a 9 s1, . , ,~  $53 
100000 001100 011100 121112 112122 101202 
010000 210112 220011 100010 210212 021210 
001000 222202 111201 122001 012210 221022 
000100 012021 010201 222101 010111 111010 
000010 001101 200122 122221 010212 221220 
000001 022201 020120 101020 100101 201002 
110000 201211 102111 211121 212000 020022 
001100 000221 012120 220110 120200 002012 
000011 202220 112211 110020 122021 110102 
102222 210201 000000 200002 021011 
022102 
011222 
202110 
NOTE 
TABLE II 
A Solution for OPT (7, 62, 6) 
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a 1, ..., a 7 sl, - - -~  $62 
100000 111100 212212 221201 112021 111101 121120 
010000 022102 202100 022221 001101 011211 010122 
001000 222020 201112 100110 010120 021021 100111 
000100 221200 102121 110200 120220 121012 210120 
000010 121122 020212 112020 021110 100022 110011 
000001 222022 101211 001220 020000 120102 112112 
111110 102202 012200 010121 000201 120221 002011 
011002 122001 211010 122210 221202 
222111 101000 001222 201021 110202 
210121 002012 220011 210122 212001 
200002 202221 200210 111222 002010 
search/iterative improvement and randomized backsteps in the sense of the 
procedure backstep above), deserves further study. 
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